
Open Letter to the Bylaw and Planning Standing Committee     June 2, 2021 
 
Submitted by Concerned Residents on Popeye Lake   
 
As one of the first waterfront communities in Elliot Lake to be experiencing Short Term Cottage Rentals (STR) , we 
would like to now request that the practice be banned as a permitted use within the residential shoreline 
zoning/community. 
 
The current bylaw specifically lists the following (excerpt): 
 

 
 
Through the city clerk, it is our understanding that the city does currently permit Short Term Rental activity in 
general, and is contemplating a “housekeeping” update to the above zoning bylaw to specifically allow this practice 
to continue.    
The experiences on Popeye lake indicate the practice of churning vacation rentals in a residential neighbourhood is a 
community cancer. 
  



The neighbourhood community on Popeye Lake is currently suffering 3 Short Term Rental properties: 
- 18 Popeye Lane (“The Firefly”) 
- 38 Popeye Lane (“The Dream Cottage”) 
- 72 Popeye Lane (“The Sweet Pea”) 
 
Starting with the 2018 sale of a personal residence at 72 Popeye Lane, the problems started in 2019 with this 
property being made available for short duration rentals and fissioned quickly to the management of 38 Popeye and 
18 Popeye as STRs.   [The STR property manager also approached the sellers of 80 Popeye Lane to add a fourth 
property…however the low-ball offer was - fortunately  - rebuffed.] 
Currently 3 of 17 lots are operating predominantly as commercia] STR’s (“short term” is generally considered a 
rental period of 30 days or less), each with multiple, and elaborate websites.  
These homes are not the primary residences of the owners. 
 
The principal issues experienced within the community from these STR’s are summarized here: 
➢ Excessive Noise (at all hours) 

o Screaming & shouting, cursing, loud music blaring (through loudspeakers located at waterfront), and 
even racing dirt bikes 

➢ Excessive Occupation (one example: upwards of 14 people have been noted to occupy 72 Popeye Lane multiple 
times, Note: the median property occupation for residences on Popeye Lake is 2 people) 

➢ Water Pollution (gas and motor oil spills, abandoned goods) →this is our community drinking water, there is no 
municipal supply 

➢ Littering (into the lake as well as on the roads and in ditches) 
➢ Tenant nuisance behaviour (inebriation, inappropriate gesturing, dangerous bravado(including on boats & 

snowmobiles), rudeness) 
➢ Community safety  

• Tenants trespassing on local private property 

• Continual prevalence / abundance of transient strangers  

• Continual rentals during pandemic  
The situation is not unlike having several fraternity houses in the neighbourhood, except that every turnover  
regenerates the party anew!  The STR’s can turnover multiple times in a week. 
In addition to, and because of, the above noisome nuisances, the properties nearby to these STR hotels are 
devalued.  Any survey quickly reveals that NO ONE wants a short term rental next door to their own home (would 
you?) and real estate agents must ethically disclose the operation of these businesses. 
 
The community disruptions noted above are, frequently, common to many STR’s and have been well documented by 
many other neighbourhoods that have experienced this scourge of short term rental activity.  Those communities to 
first experience the STR plague have already either banned or severely limited this practice.   Please find (below) a 
short appendix of various communities across Canada & the US that have banned or limited this plague to protect 
their communities. 
 
Additional Notes: 

 
1. It may be helpful to remember that Popeye Lake was promoted and sold by the city as a Private / Limited 

Development community which, originally, also had been marketed as a quiet lake.  The quiet lake motor(VORR) 
restrictions were unable to be obtained from Transport Canada, however the city did invest in the creation of a 
portage-style launch (canoes, kayaks) and sacrificed Lot 14 (861 Stanrock) solely for this purpose.   The city’s 
earnest intention to support and maintain a small, private development is clear.   Neither the city nor the 
purchasing property owners here were ever anticipating 3 hotels to be allowed to operate on Popeye Lake. 

2. Additionally, the current bylaws for all waterfront property owners include specific regulations designed to 
curtail excessive occupation (example: lot development is limited to a single residence with no additional 
structures containing plumbing facilities / no multi-residential apartments nor additional habitable structures).   
Allowing the operation of short-term, high-occupancy, high-changeover hotel operations in this zone 
significantly departs from those bylaw intentions. 



3. The primary designation of this zone is “Residential” and the commercial exploitation of property churned for 
financial gain exceeds an acceptable definition of residential use. 

4. It was mentioned that STR’s are required due to a shortage of hotels in Elliot Lake.  This burden should not be 
unfairly placed on the backs of the residents who made substantial investments in a different dream being sold 
by the city & Lakeshore Properties.  Furthermore, rampantly introducing STR’s reduces/replaces the market 
demand which can make attracting a true, viable commercial hotel to our city even more difficult. 

 
 
 
We therefore respectfully request that the bylaw and planning committee: 
➔ Repeal “short term rental” as a permitted use for Popeye Lake (Residential Shoreline) zoning properties.  (Please 

note that this request is not intended to include traditional bed and breakfast establishments, nor the very 
infrequent letting of one’s personal property to another single family household – i.e. house swapping or similar 
rarity). 

 
If a complete ban is considered as unapproachable or untenable at this time then perhaps the following alternative 
suggestions can be considered: 
➔ Implement a temporary moratorium on short term rentals while further research and community feedback can 

be solicited, accumulated and reviewed 
➔ Restrict STR’s  by type, duration, times of year and number of “guests” 

o Recommended Example:  Allow in Primary residences only with host onsite, not for more than 30 days 
per year, not during local school holidays and restrict occupation to a limit of 5 guests  
(Aside: all guests being from the same household is strongly recommended). 

 

 
Additional reference material was provided in the original problem identification emails sent to mayor and council 
members  on April 11, 2021.    The affected community has accumulated pictures, testimonials, supporting emails to 
corroborate the principal issues and is continuing to document occurences.  We would welcome the opportunity to 
speak with anyone on the planning committee to present our experiences and recommendations.    If you would like 
any further information or have any questions, please direct them to Nancy Doner.  Mobile: 647 746-1660.  Email: 
Nancy.Doner@sympatico.ca.  Mailing Address: 2 Popeye Lane, Elliot Lake, P5A 2S9 

 
 
  

mailto:Nancy.Doner@sympatico.ca


Appendix - How STR Concerns Have Been Managed Elsewhere 
 
Locality:  Seguin Township (Parry Sound area) -  banned commercial operations of STR’s 
This news article is from March 2021 

 
 

Locality: Toronto – this city requires registration and municipal taxes to be paid, and places restriction to rental of 
primary residence only, & also limits by # of days per year 
This is from Toronto city website – should you want to research further: 
 https://www.toronto.ca/community-people/housing-shelter/short-term-rentals/short-term-rental-operators-hosts/ 

 



 
 
Other Regulated STR markets – these are a few US-based localities (as STR’s have operated there longer, this 
information is provided just for comparison and review purposes to see how other locations have grappled with their 
STR curse.)  This summary can be found at: https://www.2ndaddress.com/research/short-term-rental-laws/ 

 


